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Premises
• ‘becoming a radical’ literature stress the significance of

early discrimination, social exclusion experiences.
• ‘reintegration’ literature mentions stigmatization,

exclusion and lack of opportunities for ex-VEO.
• ‘desistance’ literature speaks about relational dimension

of the desistance – the importance of ‘significant others’
• Chapter 6 of the CoE Handbook is dedicated to friends,

families and communities:
• Cooperating with families and peers – discouraging and promoting

alternatives and opportunities.
• Involving NGOs – non-state
• Involving mentors
• Involving religious representatives
• Involving former violent extremists
• Working with victims and victim perspective.



Initiatives to involve communities 

• Aarhus model – Denmark 

• Prevent – UK

• Mosaic of engagement - US



Aarhus model - DK
• 2007 – after London events 
• Watch: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p02vjpf1

• Covers two dimensions: preventing violent radicalization and exit programme for those already radicalized 
• Based on the ‘life psychological theory’ – young people are individuals striving for agency in their own life (like in 

significance quest theory)
• SPP initiative targeting radicalization of any type – schools, social authorities and police – old inter-agency 

cooperation (more than 40 years).
• Based on the model of inclusion – meaningful participation in common cultural, social and societal life
• Components of Aarhus Model:

– The InfoHouse – any suspicion is reported to this Police Station, checked if not ‘false positive’, if conformed – contact, 
information delivery, include personal network, search for alternative ways

– Mentoring – trained, employed by the Municipality, coordinated by 4 mentor coordinators, recruited from the community, 
discuss, share, council. 

– Workshops – 2 hour presentation in schools – presentation, dialog,  games, role play – the dangers of terrorism. 
– Parents Network – empower parents to identify markers, parenting, and exit efforts. 
– Dialogues with Muslim communities – open dialog with communities and mosques about preventing recruitment or 

radicalization 
– Exit program – from 2013, for returning fighters, led by a task force connected to the local municipality, develop a written plan 

with the person and his/her family, covering: employment, school, housing, psychological help, medical care etc. 

Education and Supervision of Staff – staff very well trained (radicalization process, risk factors, conflict management, coaching etc.), 
also intensive supervision 

• More on the Aarhus Model:
– Bertelsen, P. (2015). ‘Danish Preventive Measures and De-radicalization Strategies: The Aarhus Model’ in Panorama. Insights 

into Asian and European Affaires
– ‘How a danish Town Helped Young Muslims Turn Away from ISIS’ : https://www.npr.org/sections/health-

shots/2016/07/15/485900076/how-a-danish-town-helped-young-muslims-turn-away-from-isis?t=1561528652141

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p02vjpf1
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Combining ‘soft approach’ with urban regeneration and 
human geography

Yesterday

• A photo-story



Combining ‘soft approach’ with urban regeneration and 
human geography

Today



Prevent - UK

UK, 2003 – 2011 reviewed – ‘taking care of each other’:
Improve quality of life and collect early signs 
Make everybody responsible for community safety and wellbeing
For any sort of radicalization – Islamist, far-right etc.

Process:
– Involve NGOs, businesses, community leaders, teachers, faith leaders, doctors, social workers etc. – ‘tipping 

point connectors’ – early signs. 
– Referrals to Prevent body (Police) – approx. 20 ref / day (7,318 referrals in 2017=2018) – assessment - one of 

10 action taken
– If risk – Channel Program – multi-modal interventions, including mentoring.

More prevention: 
– Inform and make people aware of the consequences of discrimination 
– Reduce grievances and therefore reduce triggers 

In general terms, effective but …. Ahmed Hassan (Parson’s green attack) involved in Prevent

– Watch this video for an outline: 
https://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/lgnl/community_and_living/community_safety__crime_preve/Prevent/l
ocal_prevent_strategy.aspx

https://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/lgnl/community_and_living/community_safety__crime_preve/Prevent/local_prevent_strategy.aspx


Mosaic of engagement 

• US
• Based on the previous models from UK, US
• Holds all stakeholders as equal partners 
• Starts from the observation that ‘terrorism is the product of an alienated

individual, a legitimizing ideology and an enabling environment’ (Southers,
, 106)

• Objective – to use community-based strategy to improve the quality of life
by reducing the risk of extremist recruitment, radicalization and related
criminal activity

• Six critical phases:
• Scope – involve the community in defining the challenges and thinking about solutions
• Consensus – working with ‘connectors’ (people, organizations, local networks, ‘block

captains’ etc.) to agree on objectives and how they can be achieved.
• Performance measures – how the success will be measured?
• Community engagement – working together in schools, health centers etc.
• Information sharing – informing each other and the community
• Sustainability – create structures of cooperation and positive rhetoric



Risk associated with community based 
prevention and Exit

• Cultural issues – clashes between different 
immigration groups 

• Resistance from the dominant group –
regarding resource allocation 

• Establishing a sustainable trust between 
stakeholders 

• Allowing communities to guide themselves –
grassroots manner



Small group exercise:

What are the main ingredients of community-
based prevention and Exit programs? 

5 min

Feedback



Discussion:

What components can you identify in your own 
jurisdiction? 



Discussion:

What can be done to promote more community-
based interventions? 



Thanks !!


